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We study the conformational behavior in a plane of a comb copolymer molecule, consisting of a semiflexible
backbone and rigid side chains interacting via a van der Waals potential. Using a mean-field approach, two
different regimes are distinguished depending on the strength of the attraction between the side chains. In the
weak attraction limit the side chains are oriented preferably perpendicular to the backbone. The persistence
length l of the comb copolymer molecule scales as the second power of the length of the side chain L: l
}L2. In the strong attraction limit all side chains become strongly tilted and the persistence length scales as
l}L4. The nonlinear bending regime is also studied and characterized by a change in structure and a decreas-
ing moment of bending force as a function of curvature, i.e., bending becomes easier.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.63.061805 PACS number~s!: 61.25.HqI. INTRODUCTION
Comb copolymer molecules continue to attract consider-
able interest. It is usually implicitly assumed that comb co-
polymer molecules consist of a flexible macromolecular
backbone densely grafted with flexible side chains. Due to
the development of new synthetic methodologies, these sys-
tems are indeed currently attracting a lot of attention @1#.
However, equally interesting representatives of this type of
molecular architectures are side chain liquid crystal poly-
mers, i.e., flexible backbones densely grafted with rigid side
chains ~usually via a spacer! @2,3#, and hairy rod polymers,
i.e., a rigid backbone densely grafted with flexible side
chains @4#. Additionally, recent developments have demon-
strated that comb-shaped polymer-amphiphile supramol-
ecules, where the side chains are attached to the backbone
~flexible or rigid! by physical interactions such as hydrogen
bonding, ionic bonding, coordination complexation, etc., of-
fer a unique concept to design functional polymeric materials
@5–10#.
The conformational characteristics of isolated comb co-
polymers consisting of a flexible backbone and flexible or
rigid side chains have been studied in detail. In particular,
the possibility to obtain cylindrical brushlike conformations
in dilute solution has been addressed. Several theoretical and
computer simulation papers discuss @11–17# the effective
elasticity, induced by the steric repulsion between side
chains. It was shown that the persistence length l of a comb
copolymer increases strongly as a function of the side chain
length and grafting density. This induced stiffness is of in-
terest because it could imply that for a suitable choice of
parameters ~e.g., side chain length, grafting density, solvent
quality! a nematic solution might be obtained. The existing
experimental data indicate that in practice @e.g., poly-
~methacrylate! backbone with oligo methacrylates side
chains# indeed very stiff cylindrical brushlike structures are
formed @19#.
Atomic force microscopy studies of comb copolymer cy-
lindrical brushes address the two-dimensional ~2D! shape of
the molecules @21,19#. As demonstrated by computer simu-1063-651X/2001/63~6!/061805~9!/$20.00 63 0618lations, this 2D confinement increases the stiffness of the
molecule even further @15#. More excitingly, however, the
2D confinement was shown to lead to unexpected spiral-like
conformations @22#. This problem was addressed theoreti-
cally @23# and by computer simulations @20# and a frozen
asymmetric distribution of side chains was put forward as a
possible explanation. Similar effects were examined a few
years ago for linear chains, where as an intermediate state in
the coil-globule transition @18# toroidal structures can be
formed in 3D @24# or spirals if confined to a flat surface @25#.
In this case attraction between the monomeric units was held
responsible.
The possibility that attraction between side chains might
also lead to spiraling of comb copolymers has not been con-
sidered in detail yet. The present work is a first attempt to
study theoretically the influence of attraction between side
chains on the conformational properties of comb copolymer
molecules confined to a plane. To obtain a tractable model
we restrict ourselves to a semiflexible backbone densely
grafted with rigid side chains. The model should, however,
equally well apply to the case of semiflexible side chains
with a length not significantly exceeding their persistence
length.
In Sec. II the effect of the strength of attraction between
the side chains on their orientation will be discussed assum-
ing a straight comb copolymer brush, i.e., a straight back-
bone. It is shown that a highly condensed state should appear
for large attraction energies. In the subsequent section the
flexibility of the backbone is introduced and the stability of
the straight conformation with respect to bending is exam-
ined. Different regimes of persistence behavior are identified
and the possibility of globulelike ~folded, spiraled, etc.! con-
formations is discussed.
II. STRAIGHT COMB COPOLYMER MOLECULE
We consider a comb copolymer molecule confined to a
plane and model it as consisting of a semiflexible backbone
with persistence length l0 and rigid side chains. The side
chains are rigid rods of length L and width d, equidistantly
grafted on both sides of the main chain, alternately pointing©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
STEPANYAN, SUBBOTIN, AND ten BRINKE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 061805‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ ~Fig. 1!, with a distance b between two
consecutive rods at the same side of the backbone (d,b
!L). We do not allow flipping over from one side of the
backbone to the other. The effect of flipping will be dis-
cussed briefly in the Concluding Remarks. Two types of in-
teraction between the rods are considered: steric repulsion
and van der Waals attraction. The attraction potential per






The energy parameter e represents the energy of attraction
between two small spheres of diameter d touching each
other. If only steric interactions are important, the presence
of many rigid side chains leads to a stiff cylindrical comb
copolymer brush, particularly in 2D @15–17#. Therefore, we
will restrict the discussion first to a straight backbone and
devote the subsequent section to the bending elasticity of the
molecule.
Generally, the free energy of this complex molecule can
be written as a sum of three terms:
F5Fbb1Fsc1Fbb2sc . ~2.2!
Here Fbb is the free energy of the backbone ~i.e. of a semi-
flexible chain with persistence length l0), Fsc refers to the
side chains and includes both an entropy part and the inter-
action between rods, and finally a cross term Fbb2sc repre-
senting the interaction between the backbone and the side
chains. We will assume that Fbb2sc!Fsc and henceforth the
third term in Eq. ~2.2! will be neglected.
We assume each rod to have complete rotational freedom,
apart from excluded volume constraints, in the plane above
or below the backbone. In practice, this can be realized by
adding a spacer between the backbone and the mesogenic
group representing the side chain @2,3#.
We start our theoretical consideration from the weak at-
traction limit where steric repulsion plays the main role and
the van der Waals attraction between the rods causes only
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a 2D comb copolymer mol-
ecule.06180small corrections to the system properties. Limits of applica-
bility of this approximation will be discussed below.
Weak attraction limit. Let f i(u) denote the orientation
distribution function of the side chain. Here i51,2 denotes
the two sides of the backbone and u is the orientation angle
in the plane of the molecule ~see Fig. 1!.




2 (i E du f i~u!ln@ f i~u!#112 (i E du f i~u!Ui~u! ,
~2.3!
where Ui(u) is the interaction energy. In the present model it
comprises hard core repulsion and van der Waals attraction
between a test rod and its nearest neighbors fixed in their
average positions w i (i51,2) as depicted in Fig. 2:
1
kBT
Ui~u!5H Uiattr~u! w i2,u,w i1‘ otherwise. ~2.4!
From equations ~2.3! and ~2.4! we obtain the general expres-
































where Zi is the normalization factor.
The free energy per rod follows from Eqs. ~2.5! and ~2.6!
and can for e small ~weak attraction limit! be written as
FIG. 2. Test rod and its nearest neighbors for a straight comb
copolymer molecule.5-2












As mentioned above, the attractive part of the potential is
modeled as the well-known van der Waals attraction. In the
simplest case of two dielectric spheres it scales as the sixth
power of the distance. Also the interaction energy of two
parallel infinitely long thin rods can be computed analyti-
cally. The intermediate case of finite nonparallel rods can be
considered only asymptotically if their length strongly ex-
ceeds the distance separating their central axes. This requires
the strong inequality b!L , which is assumed to be satisfied
in the present model.
Here we are interested in the attraction between two
neighboring side chains, grafted on a straight backbone ~Fig.
2!. The van der Waals attraction energy in this particular















b sin w i
.
In Eq. ~2.8! end effects are neglected and the potential there-
fore decreases as the fifth power of the distance ~see Refs.
@26,27#!.
Next, the function Ui
attr(u) will be expanded in a series












where the first derivative term is absent because
]Ui
attr(w i)/]u50 by definition of w i . Substituting Eqs.
~2.9! and ~2.8! into the free energy ~2.7! and taking into
account that the angles w i
1 and w i
2 for a straight backbone








L S sin~w i!2 db D , ~2.10!
we obtain the following expression for the free energy in the
weak attraction limit06180Fi52ln
b








At this point we should discuss the range of applicability of
the expansion ~2.11!. In order that it can be truncated after
the first term, sin(wi)2d/b should be small. This condition
can be satisfied if we assume that d/b512d2/2, where d
!1 is a dimensionless small parameter. In this case the





where yi (21<yi<1) is a new parameter. Now, the second
term between square brackets in Eq. ~2.11! is proportional to
d4 and can be omitted in a theory with accuracy up to d2.
For the straight symmetric brush both sides of the back-
bone are equal implying that w15w2 ~or y15y2). Therefore,
combining this fact with Eqs. ~2.12!, ~2.11!, and ~A6! one










@11 52 y2d2# .
~2.13!
The behavior of F0 can be studied by finding its minima.
Depending on the magnitude of e one or two minima are
present. The minimum at y50 is important in the region e





L~12d/b ! . ~2.14!
It corresponds to all rods oriented preferably perpendicular to
the main chain.
The existence of e* clarifies the exact meaning of the
weak and strong attraction limits. For e,e* attraction can
only shift slightly the quantitative characteristics of the mol-
ecule whereas qualitatively ~scaling laws, conformations,
etc.! they remain similar to the corresponding comb copoly-
mer molecule with steric repulsion only. For e.e* ~strong
attraction limit! the picture changes qualitatively. Figure 3
presents y found from minimization of Eq. ~2.13! as a func-
tion of e . The result is a second-order phase transition at e
5e* and a strong decrease in tilting angle ~strong tilting
toward backbone! for larger values of e .
Since we are dealing with a one-dimensional model with
local interactions ~we used the van der Waals interaction
only between nearest neighbors!, the mean field approach
does not work in the vicinity of the transition point and we
will always have y50 without phase transition at e5e*.
However, the way this is accomplished in the strong interac-
tion regime is by having alternating domains of oppositely
tilted side chains. Geometrical considerations show that the5-3
STEPANYAN, SUBBOTIN, AND ten BRINKE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 061805defect zone between these domains has to be large. Hence
the extra free energy associated with a defect zone is large
and consequently the domains with side chains strongly
tilted in one direction will be large. For a real comb copoly-
mer of finite size this would almost certainly imply a tilting
of all side chains at one side to the same direction.
In order to obtain manageable analytic expressions @e.g.,
Eq. ~2.13!#, we had to restrict the final discussion to the very
dense grafting limit, d/b;1. In practice, d/b will be usually
considerably smaller. For this case the above analysis re-
mains valid, except that numerical factors will change. Here
precise results can only be obtained by numerical methods.
Strong attraction limit. In the strong attraction limit all
conformational properties of the comb copolymer molecule
are dominated by the attraction part of the free energy. It
implies that the system will try to satisfy the condition of
minimum attraction energy, which corresponds to the most
densely packed state. All rods will lie down on the backbone







FIG. 3. Behavior of tilting parameter y ~dashed line! and tilting
angle w ~solid line! as a function of the interaction strength e .
FIG. 4. Dense packing of rods in the straight molecule ~the
direction of tilting can also be opposite at opposite sides of the
backbone!.06180However, this result is correct only when the temperature T
50.
For TÞ0 fluctuations will break the dense packing and
conformations with some free space between the rods will
appear, so that the orientation angle will be slightly larger
than the minimal possible angle
w5arcsin
d
b 1w8 . ~2.16!
Here w8 is considered to be a small parameter that gives rise







This energy should be of the order of thermal energy kBT
~note that kBT[1 in the present paper!. This allows us to
find the value of w8 and associated with it the characteristic
amplitude c of the fluctuations of the angle between two













So far we limited ourselves to the consideration of a
straight comb copolymer brush. The objective of the present
section is to analyze the bending elasticity characteristics of
the molecule. This will be done by studying the behavior of
the free energy as a function of the curvature of the back-
bone. As before, we will start with the weak attraction limit.
Weak attraction limit. To examine theoretically the elas-
ticity, we should generalize the free energy ~2.13! for the
case of nonzero curvature. For our purpose we need an ex-
pansion of F as a function of 1/R up to the quadratic term





attr have to be recalculated for the case
where the main chain is uniformly bent with a radius of
curvature R (R@L).
The limiting angles can be found from simple geometrical










L S sin~w2!2 db 2 LR D . ~3.1!
The attraction energy for the bent brush is given by Eq. ~A8!
in the Appendix. Together Eqs. ~3.1! and ~A8! lead to the
generalized expression for the free energy as a function of
parameters y1 and y25-4









b5 F115L2R2 1 5d24 ~y121y22!G . ~3.2!
The equilibrium values of the angles ~i.e., yi) are found from
minimization of the free energy.
First we focus on the solution for e,e* where the only
stable value of the tilt angle corresponds to y1,250. In this





8b D L2R2 , ~3.3!
where F0 is the free energy of the straight brush. The main
contribution is due to the repulsive part of the potential. The
attraction contribution is negative and reduces the stiffness
of the comb copolymer molecule. The persistence length of










b S 1~12d/b !2 215peL4b D . ~3.5!
Here l0 is the persistence length of the bare backbone. The
correction to l0 scales as L2 and it is interesting to note that
it decreases with increasing attraction strength.
Strong attraction limit. A qualitatively different behavior
can be expected in the region of large attraction parameter
e@e*. As stated in the previous section, the attractive part of
FIG. 5. The test rod and its nearest neighbors for a bent comb
copolymer molecule.06180the potential dominates in this regime. For small bending the
fluctuations are very important and this case cannot be de-
scribed by the mean field approach. Therefore we use the
scaling approach described in @18# and estimate the persis-





Here c is given by Eq. ~2.18!. This leads to the following







It strongly depends on the energy parameter e . The scaling
dependence on L also differs from Eq. ~3.5! and is much
stronger. In the limit T→0 ~or e→‘) the molecule is
densely packed and the persistence length ~3.7! becomes in-
finitely large.
Now we can estimate the characteristic radius of curva-
ture separating the linear and nonlinear bending regimes. The
free energy per rod of the bent brush in the linear regime is






This radius is very large for strong attraction and long side
chains.
To study the large bending regime (R,Rc), we start from
the concave part of the bent molecule. Since the fluctuations
are not important here, we can safely put the temperature T
50. In this case the rods tend to be as close to each other as
possible and form the structure shown in Fig. 6. The orien-
tation angle w2 for this conformation is determined from
geometry
w25arcsinS db 1 LR D2 b2R . ~3.9!
FIG. 6. Ordering of side chains in the concave part of the mol-
ecule in the strong attraction limit.5-5
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count the approximation d/b512d2/2, substitute Eq. ~3.9!
into the general expression ~A7! for the attraction energy and
expand it into a series of the small parameter L/R . This leads





d F52 LR 2 356 L2R2G . ~3.10!
Note that the linear term in the expansion is positive.
For the convex part of the molecule the situation is quite
different. Due to bending, the available angle space in-
creases. It makes the existence of a continuous structure
formed by rods impossible; inevitably some gaps should ap-
pear. The space filled by rods between two consecutive gaps
will be called domain. Inside such a domain rods form a
densely packed system. The ‘‘first’’ rod in the domain @see







FIG. 7. Domain of n rods on the convex part of the molecule:
~a! the general case considered in Eq. ~3.13!; ~b! the ordering cor-
responding to n51; ~c! the ‘‘complete’’ cluster (n5n*).06180and the positions of all other rods in the same domain can be
calculated from the condition of touching. This leads to the




d FcosS y~k !d2 b2R D2S 12 d
2
2 D G2 bRd .
~3.12!





and using the attraction energy between rods in the form
~A7! we obtain the change due to bending of the energy per





b5 F52 S 11~n22 ! bL d D LR 25n L2R2G .
~3.13!
The domain size n can vary from 1 up to n* ~the value of n*
will be defined below!. The equilibrium value of n can be
found from minimization of Eq. ~3.13!. Two different re-
gimes are possible depending on the magnitude of curvature.




the energy ~3.13! is a monotonously increasing function of n.
This means that the minimal value of the energy will be
attained for n51, a situation that is depicted in Fig. 7~b!. In





b5 F52 S 12 bL d D LR 25L2R2G . ~3.15!
For R,R*, DE (n) decreases with increasing n. In this case
the domain will grow until the maximal size n* allowed by
geometry of the bent molecule @see Fig. 7~c!#. This size n* is




y~k11 !2y~k ! . ~3.16!
After direct calculation n* appears to be proportional to the






Finally, the energy per rod in the domain shown in the Fig.





d F5LR ln 2d
2R
L 1G . ~3.18!5-6
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rather than L/R @Eq. ~3.15!#.
The total energy of the brush is the sum of the concave
~3.10! and the convex part, where the convex part is given
either by Eq. ~3.15! or by Eq. ~3.18! depending on the cur-





d F LR 2 136 L2R2G . ~3.19!
As follows from the expansion for the energy of the comb
copolymer molecule its stiffness in the strong attraction limit
has a nonpersistent character. The presence of a positive lin-
ear term implies that the brush will behave like a hard rod: a
finite force is needed to start bending. The moment of this
force can be defined as the derivative of the free energy with





d S 12 133 LR D . ~3.20!
Once the force applied to the straight molecule exceeds the
critical value the cylindrical brush will be ‘‘broken’’ and
further bending will be much easier. In the linear regime
M.lb/R increases with increasing curvature 1/R . The mo-
ment of the force as a function of curvature 1/R is shown in
Fig. 8. It passes through a maximum value M;eL2/d for
R;Rc .
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the present paper we described the conformational be-
havior of comb copolymer molecules with stiff side chains
confined to a plane. A mean field approach was used to ex-
amine the properties in different regimes. It was shown that
attraction between side chains plays a crucial role and that
depending on its relative strength different types of behavior
are possible.
In the weak attraction limit these comb copolymer mol-
ecules resemble persistent chains, although the corrections to
the backbone’s persistence length l0 are not necessarily
small and scale as the second power of the molecular weight
FIG. 8. Schematic representation of dependence of the bending
moment on the curvature.06180of the side chains l.L2/b . In the preferable conformation
all rods are uniformly distributed along the backbone and
stay perpendicular to the backbone position. This result co-
incides with that predicted for comb copolymer molecules in
three dimensions @14#.
For relatively strong attraction the system switches to the
tilting conformation and the molecule is characterized by a
different scaling law for the persistence length, first l
.e2L4b/d4 and beyond a critical curvature Rc.eL2b/d2, a
nonlinear bending regime appears with a nonpersistent
mechanism of stiffness and decreasing bending moment of
force as function of the curvature.
In this regime the side rods arranged in the convex part of
the chain undergo the transition, when radius of curvature
R5R*;2L2/bd , from uniform ordering to nonuniform or-
dering with formation of domains consisting of n*
.2L ln(2d2R/L)/bd rods. This transition is connected with
the fact that the minimum of the free energy is attained for
the domain structure rather than for uniform orientation,
which is characterized by more free space. We also expect ~if
for some values of parameters R*.Rc is satisfied! that the
domain structure will be formed beyond the transition point.
In experiments the transition from the weak to the strong
attraction limit, which may be induced by lowering the tem-
perature, should show itself as an effective stiffening of
comb copolymer molecules strongly adsorbed on a surface.
In practice the transition from the second power law ~3.5! to
the fourth power law ~3.7! may be accompanied by an
isotropic-nematic transition due to drastic stiffening of the
molecule. This is of considerable interest as a possible way
to adjust the molecular ordering. For very strong attraction
~or equivalently for low temperatures!, where nonlinear be-
havior is important, bending requires a critical value for the
moment of force ~3.20! after which it becomes ‘‘softer.’’
In the previous sections we were primarily interested in
the dependence of the conformational characteristics of the
molecule on the energy parameter e and the length of side
chains L. We considered a completely symmetric and regular
comb structure. In principle it is possible to imagine a system
where flipping of side rods over the backbone from one side
to the other is possible. This can be realized, for instance, by
thermal fluctuations for a comb copolymer molecule con-
fined to the interface between two immiscible fluids. In this
case the average value of b is a free parameter and can be
varied by flips of side chains. For the weak attraction limit
the free energy expression ~2.13! shows that this will lead to
an increase of the free energy. Thus even if flipping is pos-
sible, the rods will stay on different sides of the main chain
to optimize the average distance between two neighbors. For
strong attraction the state with the smallest value of b is
preferable. This implies the possible formation of domains of
side chains all flipped to the same side of the backbone with
wall defects between two consecutive domains. The charac-
teristic length of such domains will be determined by inter-
play between energy and entropy of defects ~see Ref. @28#!.
As a result inside one domain the molecule becomes asym-
metric. Molecules with different grafting densities at both
sides of the main chain were considered in some recent ar-
ticles @20,22,23#. There the authors assumed a frozen asym-5-7
STEPANYAN, SUBBOTIN, AND ten BRINKE PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 061805metry, whereas in our case it occurs spontaneously as a result
of the attractive interaction.
Finally, note that the attraction can also result in spiraling
of the comb copolymer molecule ~as a part of coil-globule
transition! if the contour length is large enough.
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APPENDIX: ENERGY OF ATTRACTION
OF TWO LONG RODS
Let us consider two rods of length L grafted as shown in
Fig. 9~a! on a distance h!L from each other, interacting
with a van der Waals potential. The total energy of attraction


















FIG. 9. Illustration for the calculation of the attraction between
two rods: ~a! two rods of length L at a distance h from each other
(h!L); ~b! the test rod between its nearest neighbors fixed in their
average position on the straight backbone; ~c! two arbitrary oriented
neighboring rods on the straight brush; ~d! two arbitrary oriented
neighboring rods on the bent brush.06180and performing the integration in Eq. ~A1! using the strong












It is easy to apply expression ~A3! to the case depicted in
Fig. 9~b! in order to get an expression for the energy of







8x S 1~12x !4 2 1~11x !4D .
~A5!
Here h5b sin w.
In the limit d/b512d2/2 with d!1 considered in this
paper, it is easier to expand the general expression ~A1! for
the attraction energy into a series of the small parameter d
and then solve the integrals. If yu and yw are orientation




d S p2 2w D















To generalize Eq. ~A6! for the case of the bent molecule one
should take into account that the angles w and u in Fig. 9~c!
for the straight molecule correspond to the angles w1g/2
and u2g/2 in Fig. 9~d! when the brush is bent (g5b/R).






b5 F1252 S yu2yw1 gd D Ldb






2XS yu1 g2d D 2
1S yw2 g2d D
2CG . ~A7!5-8
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expression should be written for the concave part.
Finally, the energy of attraction of the test rod oriented with an angle u with respect to its two neighbors ~both are oriented
with w to the tangent! can be derived from Eq. ~A6! and reads
Uneigh~yw ,yu!5
1
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